
MEETING MINUTES
MUNICIPALITY OF WOODSTOCK, VERMONT

WOODSTOCK PLANNING COMMISSION
31 The Green

Woodstock, VT 05091

The Woodstock Planning Commission held a public meeting on Thursday, March 13th to
discuss the following:

Members present: Susan Boston (Chair), Mary Margaret Sloan (Vice Chair), Frank Horneck,
Laura Powell, Brad Lawrence, Susan Silberberg, Nicholas Seldon

Public present: Eduardo Banks, Splendid Bakes by Banks

Administrative Tasks
● Call to Order: Susan Boston called the meeting to order at 7:06 PM.
● Adjustments to the agenda: Frank Horneck requested to remove website update for this

meeting, Mary Margaret Sloan asked to discuss the role of clerk in regards to Open
Meeting Law if there is time

● Approval of minutes
○ 2.1.23
○ 2.8.23

Nico Seldon stated that he wants to clarify his comments from the February 8th meeting. He
stated he is concerned about removing the safeguards in place around building ADUs and
parking requirements. He believes these changes do impact the character of the neighborhood.
Further, he is concerned that the community hasn’t been made aware of the conversations the
Commission has been having about these changes. He wants to ensure that the changes the
Commission is making comply with the law and doesn’t feel like that was captured in the
minutes.

Susan Silberberg replied that she would like the conversation to continue in this meeting because
Nico’s statement in this meeting are a lot more detailed than they were in the previous meeting,
and she wants to ensure we address the concerns. She stated that the point of the Commission is
to get together and talk about our viewpoints and work it out. She is uncomfortable including all
of that information in the minutes when it wasn’t discussed in that way at the meeting.

Chair Boston stated that she agreed with both Nico Seldon and Susan Silberberg and that the
Commission could continue the conversation in the context of the zoning changes.

Mary Margaret also noted that the dates referenced in the previous meeting have the wrong year.



Chair Boston made a motion to approve the minutes for the February 1st meeting and February
8th meeting if the changes to the dates are made and that Nico Seldon’s comments from the
previous meeting are amended to include his concerns.

VOTE 7-0. Approved.

Public Comment

Eduardo Banks, owner of Splendid Bakes by Banks, which currently occupies XX The Green -
first floor. He stated that M&T bank has allowed his sandwich board sign on their sidewalk,
which has been very good for business. However, the Town sent him a notice stating it violated
current zoning regulations. His residential neighbor, Gail, offered to put a sign on her property.
And Eduardo was notified by the town that the location of the sign violated regulations. His
landlord has a hanging sign outside the building, but it has a limited size and doesn’t advertise
when the shop is open.

The Commission referenced Section 519, Section A of the zoning regulations.

Susan Silberberg commented that it’s important to support businesses in town and confirmed that
the hanging sign looks more like a sign for a corporate office. She asked if there was a temporary
solution the commission could come up with so Mr. Banks’ business doesn’t have to suffer while
we wait for clarity. She also brought up that the ordinance can’t imagine every condition, which
is why variances exist. Mr. Banks’ location is unique in the village.

Chair Boston stated that Woodstock loosened sign restrictions during COVID so businesses
could say they were open, etc.

Nico Seldon asked if the Commission could make a motion to allow a sandwich board that
advertises a sale. Chair Boston replied that the location of the sign is what is currently violating
the ordinance.Nico Seldon commented that Mr. Banks’ neighbor has effectively given him an
easement for her property.

Susan Silberberg asked if the Commission could allow a sign that includes a sale and event until
Steven comes back and can issue a formal variance. This would allow the sign to meet the
requirements of the ordinance. She added that the ordinance was never intended to put a business
out of business.

Mary Margaret Sloan asked if the Commission could issue a temporary permit until it could be
addressed by the planning office.



Chair Boston commented that she was not sure if the Commission has the power to issue such a
permit. She asked if the group felt comfortable allowing Mr. Banks to keep his sandwich board
sign until staff returned to the office and can give guidance.

Susan Silberberg made a motion to allow Mr. Banks to keep his sign up temporarily until the
Commission can receive formal guidance. Frank Horneck seconded the motion.

VOTE: 7-0. Approved.

Village Zoning Changes Presentation

Chair Boston asked for each person’s opinion on how prepared each person feels to defend the
changes at the public hearing scheduled for the 13th.

Mary Margaret Sloan stated that she doesn’t feel equipped to defend the changes. She stated she
still has concerns, that Nico Seldon’s concerns resonate with her. She commented that she
doesn’t feel the Commission has invited enough people to the conversation about the changes.

Susan Silberberg stated there are outstanding questions. She commented that every time there is
a change to zoning, everyone acts as though it will happen to every parcel, which is not the case.
But, it would be helpful to know how many vacant parcels there are being impacted; how the
changes could impact the character. And that the parking issue could be fine tuned, if it’s
wholesale changes. It would be helpful to have informed discussions with the public.

Nico Seldon asked how the Commission could get the public involved in the meetings. Chair
Boston replied that she couldn’t recall how people knew about the meetings regarding short term
rentals, but they showed up. They gave input before the regulations were formed, both for and
against. She asked if the meeting could be used as a way to improve what the Commission
already has.

Laura Powell noted that she has been inviting people by word of mouth, including several
business owners in the Village, but that it is difficult to get people to commit to attending. She
commented that it would be great to have more communication channels to get the word out
since a lot of people are wary of changes.

Nico Seldon asked if the Commission could take a vote to use the listserv to post the agenda
every month. Chair Boston confirmed that the agendas could be posted every month on the
listserv, just like the Trustees and the Selectboard and the EDC.



Susan Silberberg stated that she is concerned that within the Commission there are different
understandings about the changes. She recalls that Steven said even though a permit isn’t needed,
it still needs to be filed and posted and go through Design Review. It’s not clear if all
Commissioners have the same understanding.

Chair Boston stated that she asked Steven for clarification on ADU permits. Steven replied that
to add an apartment to an existing garage, assuming they meet all other criteria, would not
require a permit but to build a new garage would require an administrative review. Brad
Lawrence replied that just because they don’t need a zoning permit, they still require other
permits, like a building permit.

Chair Boston read the definition of administrative review - it is simply the process of review
required before a zoning permit can be issued. Unlike site review or conditional use approval
which require a hearing in front of a municipal panel. Administrative review only requires a
decision by the administrative officer, who has 30 days to issue a decision from when the
application is submitted. Chair Boston reiterated she still feels uncomfortable defending this
process to the public.

Susan Silberberg stated that as the Planning Commission, each member should have clarity on
the Planning and Zoning processes and what is being proposed.

Chair Boston stated that she asked Steven how the taxes on a property might be reassessed if
there is no permit. He stated that the Listers need to be knowledgeable and vigilant and look for
signs of construction, which is common in communities that don’t require permits for interior
work.

Nico Seldon commented that if changes are being made to density and parking, that there should
be a hearing on it. These changes impact the character of the neighborhood. Susan Silberberg
replied that density can be increased currently by building under existing zoning without a
hearing. The intent is for existing structures to be converted into an apartment, because the
character already exists. All of this is going to be so incremental, this is a small piece of the
puzzle.

Chair Boston stated that under the proposed changes, a single-family could be converted into a
three-family. Susan Silberberg replied that if a single family house is being rented multiple times
during the year, the home is effectively a multi-family. She reiterated that these changes are an
incremental approach - there will be many factors that keep folks from building ADUs
immediately. Not every parcel or home will be suitable for these changes.



Brad Lawrence commented that a lot of homes in these districts are already too close to the
setback requirements to accommodate an ADU.

Frank Horneck reiterated that these changes impact a small number of parcels in the Village.
While he agrees there might be concern regarding the changes, the intent is to be able to bypass a
lot of meetings and paperworks if you already meet certain requirements. He asked what the
common ground is that the Commission could agree on?

Mary Margaret Sloan replied that since we are still looking for common ground and given that
the previous meetings haven’t been properly noticed or warned. She stated that she would feel
uncomfortable taking a vote at the public hearing.

Chair Boston replied that we have to vote the changes up or down at the meeting. She would like
to use the Monday meeting to further the conversation.

Susan Silberberg stated she would feel more comfortable waiting until we have all the
information and can answer all of our questions before we have a public hearing. She suggested
we cancel the public hearing on Monday in favor of preparing for a proper launch to the public.
Frank Horneck agreed and suggested the Commission use all available channels to let the public
know what we are talking about.

Chair Boston noted that she sent along a memo from Sally Miller regarding the changes. She
asked about several changes and stated that couldn’t answer them. Frank Horneck replied that a
cursory drive through the Village shows how inconsistent certain properties are. Susan Silberberg
confirmed that by looking at GIS mapping, parcels are incredibly varied. But the Commission
needs to be able to show this to the public.

Chair Boston commented that the parcels that are the largest are near Faulkner Park, on River
Street, Elm Street, which are unlikely to build ADUs. Susan Silberberg replied that the changes
are giving people who have contributed to our community an opportunity to age in place. But
that information is still missing.

Susan Silberberg suggested that she is willing to do some site surveys and put together a list of
the information the Commission wants to have.

Laura Powell agreed that an FAQ would be productive. She stated that it would be helpful to
know who is building ADUs. Chair Boston replied that the EDC could also help answer this.



Chair Boston stated that the Commission could send questions to her regarding the zoning
changes. Susan Silberberg replied that she could send her questions along with how she thinks
the information could be gathered.

Chair Boston asked if the Commission could revisit the postponement of the meeting. Brad
Lawrence replied that he feels comfortable moving forward with the meeting as there had been
public notice.

Chair Boston and Laura Powell discussed the logistics of postponing the public hearing.

Susan Silberberg asked if the meeting should be canceled or postponed. Chair Boston clarified if
we postponed the meeting, the Commission would be required to present the same changes.

Nico Seldon made a motion to cancel the public hearing. Mary Margaret Sloan seconded the
motion.

VOTE 6-1 (Lawrence: Nay). Approved.

Frank Horneck stated he wants to keep momentum moving on the zoning changes, he proposed
scheduling a meeting to keep the Commission on track.

Chair Boston asked if the Commission wanted to discuss any of the questions. She stated that
someone had asked her about permits for home business and was concerned that we were
removing permitting for home business. Laura Powell replied that she recalled that there were
exemptions in previous discussions. Chair Boston referenced Section 514 in the Zoning
Regulations. The Commission discussed the exemptions listed in the regulations. Chair Boston
asked if a permit should be required for home business. Frank Horneck confirmed that
Woodstock should require permits as they help generate revenue. Susan Silberberg asked if we
knew what the process was for the permitting process? She is concerned about the cost and
turnaround time could hinder business. Brad Lawrence asked about an administrative review for
a home occupation.

Susan Silberberg commented that it would be helpful to have a retreat where the Commission
could learn about town processes.

Chair Boston reiterated that the Commission still needs clarity on what a home occupation is and
how it’s being impacted by the proposed changes.

Frank Horneck asked if we had a map that stated how many parcels would be impacted. Chair
Boston confirmed that Steven included that information on a previous presentation.



Susan Silberberg stated that the previous process for updating the Town Plan, making comments
in Google Doc without any cross conversation. She volunteered to convert the changes to a
Google Doc.

The Commission discussed changing the meeting from April 5th to April 11th, 2023. The group
tentatively agreed to move the meeting.

Laura Powell noted that it would be helpful to replicate this process moving forward - collecting
questions from the group and deciding which channels to communicate to the public.

Short Term Rental Presentation (presentation can be viewed here)
Laura Powell and Mary Margaret Sloan presented on Short Term Rentals. Laura Powell stated
that there is much more information to be gathered, they intend to use the next meeting to present
more information, pushing back their original timeline one month.

Laura Powell presented on the data collected on current STRs in Woodstock, showing the current
records Planning & Zoning has are outdated and that she had found ~35 properties without
permits in a cursory search on AirBNB. Further, the enforcement in Woodstock is confusing - it’s
unclear who owns enforcement - Planning & Zoning, the Fire Chief, or the Selectboard/Trustees.

Mary Margaret Sloan presented on STR policies in other communities, focusing on two areas:
transparent and accessible regulations; and effective and affordable enforcement. A lot of
communities have a central database as well as a complimentary website that lays out the
regulations. She added that a bill was introduced in the house last week, H.449, which proposes
to create a registration requirement and registry for short term rental housing in the state.

Mary Margaret Sloan also gave examples of communities that have aggressive fines for STR
violations. The fees and fines could pay for enforcement.

Susan Silberberg asked if they needed any help gathering the information. Laura Powell asked if
the Commission needs to have an exact number of rentals or if just an idea of magnitude that’s
needed to have a data informed conversation. Susan Silberberg said it might be necessary down
the line to understand the impact.

Frank Horneck commented that the community is leaving money on the table and that we could
fund housing initiatives with the money raised by permit fees and fines.

The Commission also discussed a hotline for violations, which other communities have
implemented. Laura Powell commented that this is a form that could be added to the website.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yiSj8eemEO_w2lSwZ1Fz_wu8eTzMfjYOj-GwByAToSA/edit?usp=sharing


Mary Margaret Sloan stated that there is a lot of low hanging fruit and small changes that could
be implemented alongside the website update that will help bring transparency to the process.

Laura Powell asked the Commission to send any outstanding questions to her so that they can
continue to present next month.

Role of Clerk
Mary Margaret Sloan stated that there is no universal definition for a clerk’s roles and
responsibilities. What is clear is that the Zoning Administrator is responsible for making sure
that the zoning bylaws are adhered to, and that she thinks this would extend to any state laws.
She commented that she doesn’t think it’s appropriate to shift the responsibility to a volunteer
especially if there is legal liability involved.

Chair Boston replied that she recalled Steven stated the clerk would be the holder of the records.
She suggested getting clarity when Steven returns from leave.

Action Items

● Susan Silberberg will convert the proposed changes pdf into a doc so that the
Commission can ask questions to gain clarity.

● Chair Boston will talk to Steven Bauer about the meeting cancellation.
● Chair Boston and Laura Powell will ask Town Manager Eric Duffy to cancel the meeting

on the town website and calendar.
● Chair Boston will post to the listserv on Saturday and Monday that the meeting has been

canceled.
● Laura Powell will reach out to the Trustees to remove the presentation from their Tuesday

agenda.
● Chair Boston will check with Steven to see if there’s a conflict with Town Hall for April

11th.

Nico Seldon made a motion to adjourn. Susan Boston seconded to motion.

VOTE 7-0. Approved. Meeting adjourned at 9:10pm.


